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SEISMICITY PATTERNS AND FOCAL MECHANISMS IN
SOUTHEASTERN BRAZTL

M. Assumpçãot, J. R. Barbosaro J. Berrocalr, A. M. Bassinit,
J. A. V. Veloso2, V.I. Mârza', M.G.Huelsen2 & L. C. Ribotta3

'lhc seismicity of SE, Brazil is studied with a recent deployment of additional temporary digital and
analog seismographic stations. Regional and local stations have allowed the determination of three
new composite fbcal mechanisms f'or the earthquake series of Betim in 1992193, Formiga in 1993,
and thc rescrvoir-induced events of Nova Ponte in 1995, all in Minas Gerais state. T'he f'ocal
mechanism data in the southern part ofthe São Francisco craton and adjacent Brasília fold belt
indicate both normal and reverse làulting with a common E-W to NE-SW orientation of the maximum
horizontal stress. Far liom the continental margin, thc fbcal rnechanisms are consistent with
theoretical estimates of stress directions fiom fìnite-element modelings of the f'orces driving the
South Arnerican plate. Near the Serra do Mar coastal range, the stress pattern seems rnore complex.
A selection of the earthquake catalog, using threshold magnitudes varying in time to yield a data
set with spatially unil'orm coverage, indicates two main seismic areas: l) the oflshore continental
shelf, and 2) the southern part of the Brasília fbld belt and the São Francisco craton. The high
topography areas of the Serra do Mar and Serra da Mantiqueira (in the Ribeira fbld belt) and the
Paraná basin are much less seismically active.
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SISMICIDADE B MECANISMOS FocAls No suDEsrE Do BRASIL - A sisnticidade do
SE do Brasil foi estudada conr a operação adicional de estações digitais e analógicas lemporári-
as. Eslações locais e regionais þerntitiram a deterntinação de três novos mecanisnrosþcais com-
postos para as séries de sismos de lJetint 1992/93, Formiga 1993, e para os sisntos induzidos pelo
reservatóriodeNovaPonteeml995,todasentMinasGerais. Osntecanisntosfocaisnapartesul
do crálon do São Francisco e nafaixo de dobrantentos Brasília indicamfalhanrcnlos inversos e
normais, com uma direção comum para a lensão horizontal ntáxima enlre E-I{ e NE-SItt. Longe
da margent continental, os mecanismos focais são consislentes com a direção leórica dos esþrços
deterntinada com ntodelamento por elementos finitos das forças lectônicas que atuam na placa
sul-antericana. Perlo da Serra do Mar, o padrão de esþrços parece mais complexo, IJma seleção
do catálogo de sismos do Brasil, usando limites de detectabilidade diferentes para cada época
para se obter uma cobertura geográficamente uniforme, revelou duas áreas sísmicas principais:
l) a plata"forma continental, e 2) a parte sul da Faixa Brasília e Cróton do São Francisco. A área
montanhosa das Seruas do Mar e da Mantiqueira (na Faixa Ribeira), e a Bacia do Paranó são
muito ntehos ativas sismicamente.
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INTRODUCTION

A review of seisrnicity studies in southeastern Brazil

was given by Berrocal et al.(1996), who also presented a

prelirninary seisrnic hazard estimate (return periods fbr

different rnagnitudes) for the region east of the Paraná

basin, from the São Francisco craton to the continental

shelf, assuming a uniform seismicity rate in the whole

region. Seismic hazard estimates can be further improved

if different seismogenic areas within the study region are

recognized and taken into account. As a cotrtribution to

future studies of seismic hazard, we will first show that

the seismicity in southeastertr Brazil seems to be

concentrated rnainly in two different zones: the offshore

continental shelf, and the southern part of Minas Gerais

state, with the intracontinental Paraná basin and the Serra

do Mar coastal ranges being relatively aseisrl ic
(Assumpção, 1992; 1993; Berrocal et al., 1996).

In Minas Gerais, srnall earthquakes are colnnron both

in the southern part of the São Francisco craton and the

adjacent Brasília fbld belt (Fig. l). A recent deployrnent

of a network of temporary digital 3-componettt stations in

Minas Gerais, São Paulo and Rio de Janeiro states since

late 1992 (Fig. 2) has enabled the recording of several

small, regional events and the determination of solne

additional fbcal urechanistns. We will cotnpare the stress

data available for southern Minas Gerais with theoretical

predictions based on the plate driving forces of the South

American plate.

SEISMIC ZONING

To study the seismicity of SE Brazil, it is necessary

to distinguish between two kinds of catalogs: the "whole

data" catalog, and the "uniform coverage" catalog. The

whole data catalog includes all reliable epicenters fiom

the compilation of Berrocal et al. ( I 984) and the Brazilian

Seismic Bulletins (Rev. Bras. Geofísica). This catalog

includes both historical and instrumental data from l86l
to July/1996, shown in Fig. la. Its completeness is

variable both in time and space. For exarnple, events

before 1900 only appear in the region approxirnately

between the cities of São Pau lo and Rio de Janeiro, where

the population density was higher and accounts of
earthquakes felt by the population were recorded in

newspapers and books. In the late 1970's and early 1980's

many seismographic stations were installed in reservoir

Scisrnicity l)attclns ancl lrocal Mcchanisrns in Southcastern Illazil
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Figure I - Seismicity in SE Brazil. a) whole data catalog

cornpiled frour Berrocal et al.(1984) and the Brazilian

Seismic Bulletins (Rev.Bras.Geof'., 1983 to 1996, vols I (2)

to l4(l)). b) unifonlr coverage catalog with earthquakes

selected according to magnitude and year with the

thresholds of Tab. l. Thin lines denote limits of the Paraná

basin (PB) and the São Francisco craton (SFC); the Brasília

belt (BB) and the coastal Ribeira belt (RB) are also

indicated. The dotted line is the 200rn bathimetry.

Figura I - Sismiciclade clo SE do Brasil. a) catálogo com

todos r¡s clatlos cotnpilados de Berrocal et al.(1984) e dos

Boletins Sísmicos Brasileiros (Rev.Bras.GeoJ., 1983 a

1996, vols 1(2) u 1a(l)). b) catrilogo uniJorme cctm

epicentros selecionados de acordo com a magnilude e ano

tle ocorrência conforme a Tab. l. As linhas.fina,s indicam

o¡^ limites ¿lu Bacia do Paraná (PB) e do cráton do São

Fruncisco (SFC), u./àixa de dobrantenlos Brqsília (BB) e

u .fàixu cr¡sleira cle dobramentos Ribeira (RB) tambén

c,slãr¡ intlicctdas. A linha ponlilhada indic¿t a batimetria

dc 200m.
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arcas in Minas Gerais and São Paulo states, allowing

events as small as magnitude 2.0 to be located in southern

Minas or northeastern São Paulo. However, small events

in the continental shelf, far frotn most of the

seisrnographic stations, remained largely undetected.

To have a better representation ofthe geographical

distribution of the seismicity, the "whole" catalog must

be filtered to eliminate concentrations of events due to

higher population density or large number of
seismographic stations in some particular areas. The

threshold magnitude (i.e., the minimum magnitude with

a large probability of being detected in the wholç

southeastern region) varies with time. Tab. I (adapted

frorn Assumpção, 1993) shows the threshold magnitu-

des used to produce the "uniform" catalog presented in

the epicentral rnap of Fig. I b. For example, events larger

tlran rnagnitude 3.2 are only included in lhe uniforrn

catalog if they occurred in 1980 or later, when there

were enough seismic stations in SE Brazil to record any

event of this size in the area of Fig. l A similar
threshold (magnitude 3.1) was found fbr this region by

Berrocal et al.(1996) for earthquakes after 1979. Since

about 1990, with the installation of additional stations,

specially digital 3-component stations in São Paulo and

southern Minas Gerais, events down to magnitude 2.8

are believed to be completely detected in the southeastern

region, as shown in Tab. l.

year threshold
magnitude

observation

world seismographic network;

start of the World Wide Seismo-

graphic System network by the

U.S. Geological Survey;

start oIlhe array station in

Brasília;

installation of several dam mo-

nitoring stations in SE Brazil;

increase of regional stations in

SE Brazil.

1968 4.5

1980 3.2

1990 2.8

Table I - Threshold critera for selecting earthquakes for
the uniform catalog.

Tubela I - Critërios para os linites de seleção de sismos

pqra o catálogo undornte.
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Figure 2 - a) Main seismic stations operated from 1992 to

1996. Squares denote vertical-component analog stations

(mainly at dam sites), and triangles are digital 3-component

broadband stations ofthe BLSP project (James et al., 1993).

Dashed lines are state boundaries. Localities with detailed

studies mentioned in this paper are indicated by A
(Areado), B (Betim), C (Cajuru), F (Formiga), and NP

(Nova Ponte), Other symbols as in Fig. l. b) Epicenters in

SE Brazil from 1992 to 1996 with magnitudes above2.
Note different magnitude scale compared with Fig. l.

Figura 2 - a) Principais estações sismográficas operadas

entre 1992 e 1996. Quadrados são estações analógicas

Qe componente vertical (principalmente em reservatóri-
os), triângulos são estações digitais banda-lørga de três

componentes do projeto ßLSP (James et al., f 993). Li-
nhas lracejadqs são limites de estado. Os locqis de estu-

dos detalhados mencionados neste trabalho eslão indica-
dos por A (Areado), B (Betim), C (Cajuru), F (Forniga), e

NP (Nova Ponte). Outros símbolos como na Fio I
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The "uniform" catalog (Fig. I b) shows that
earthquakes in SE Brazil tend to occur more frequently
in two main seismic zones: 1) the offshore continental

shelf, and 2) the southern part of the São Francisco

craton with its adjacent Brasília fold belt. Fig. lb
clearly demonstrates the relative aseismicity of the

Serra da Mantiqueira and Serra do Mar coastal ran-

ges, in the Ribeira fold belt, as compared with the con-

AREADO
ç

""ô

FP

Figure 3 - Nodal plane solution of the Areado swarm,

as determined with a local 5-station network (Blum,

1993). This solution is consistent with P-wave first
motions of the largest events of the series, recorded at

the regional stations Caconde (CACI) and Furnas

(FURI). "FP" is the fault plane defined by the
hypocentral distribution.

Figura 3 - Solução de planos nodais da série de Areado

determinada com uma rede local de cinco eslações

(Blum, 1993). Esta soluçõo é consistente com as pola-
ridades P dos maiores sismos da série registrados nas

estações regionais Caconde (CACI) e Furnas (FURI).
"FP" indica o plano defalha dødo pela disribuição
dos hipocentros.

Seismicity Patterns and Focal Mechanisms in Southeastern Brazil

tinental shelf and the southern part of the São Fran-

cisco craton and adjacent Brasília belt. The Paranit
basin also seems to be relatively less seismic: the

largest events in the basin (magnitudes -3.5) have been

induced by hydroelectric reservoirs or artesian wells
(Berrocal et al., 1984; Mioto et al., l99l;Yarnabe &
Berrocal, l99l ; Mioto & Ribotta, 1994; Assumpção et

al., 1995; Yamabe & Hamza, 1996).

Seismicity maps using time-variable threshold
magnitudes (e.g., Adams & Basham, l99l; Engdahl

& Rinehart, 199 l) are useful for recognizing areas with
different seismicity rates and better defining
seisrnogenic zones. On the other hand, for quantitative
seismic hazard estimation, events not included in the

"uniform" catalog must also be taken into account. For

example, the Mogi-Guaçu, SP, magnitude 5 earthquake

of 1922 (Assumpção et al., 1979; Berrocal et al., 1984),

which is not included in the filtered catalog, also

contributes to the seismic hazard. Extreme value
statistics (such as used by Assumpção, 1983, and

Berrocal et al., 1996) is one popular method to deal

with partially complete catalogs. Maximum likelihood
methods can also be used to estimate earthquake hazard

using mixed catalogs with an incomplete historical part

and more recent, complete instrumental records (e.g.,

Mãrza et al., l99l).
Fig. 2 shows all located events with magnitudes

above2, from 1992 to 1996,'and both the digital and the

analog stations operating in the area in the same period.

The digital stations are the broadband stations of the

BLSP project (Brazilian Lithosphere Seismic Project,

James et al., 1993). The other vertical-component analog

stations are mainly those operated by the hydroelectric

companies CEMIG, FURNAS and CESP to monitor their
reservoirs. This figure helps confirm that the area ofthe
Ribeira belt, near the coast, is less seismic than the

southern part of the São Francisco craton and the conti-
nental shelf (note the different magnitude scales in Figs.

lb and 2b).

LOCAL STUDIES

In this section, more detailed studies of some recent

earthquake swarms in Minas Gerais state (see localities in
Fig. 2a) will be presented using data recorded by local,

temporary stations as well as by some stations of the regi-

onal network shown in Fig. 2a.

Revista Brasileira de Geotisica, Vol. l5(2), 1997
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Figure 4 - Epicenters and local stations in Betim and Con-

tagem, MG. The 1992 epicenter was determined with the

three analog stations BET I , 2, 3; the I 993 epicenter with

the local BT4A and the regional digital stations CDCB

and FURB (Fig. 5). The 1994 epicenter is very uncertain

and is based on macroseismic information, data from the

local station BT4A and the regional station CDCB. The

1995 epicenters were determined with two digital 3-

component stations (in BETI, and BET2) and the analog

BT4A. Lines are geological faults mapped by "Assessoria

do Meio Ambiente", Prefeitura de Betim, MG.

Figurø 4 - Epicentros e eslações locais em Betim e Con-

tagem, MG, O epicentro de 1992 foi determinado com as

três estações analógicas BETI, 2, j; o epicentro de 1993

com ø estação locql BT4A e as regionais CDCB e FURB

(Fig. 5) O epicentro de 1994 é bqstqnte incerto e ej base-

ctdo em informações macrossísmicas e dados da estaçtio

local BT4A e dø regionøl CDCB. O epicentro de 1995 foi
determinado com duas estações digitais de 3 componen-

tes (em BETI e BET2) e a estação BT4A. As linhas são

falhøs geológicas møpeadas pela "Assessoria de Meio Am-

biente" da prefeitura de Betim, MG.

Areado,1991-1996

A swarm of small earthquakes started in the town of
Areado in September l99l (see Fig.2a for the location of
Areado). The largest events reached magnitude 2.8m^ and

intensities up to III or IV MM. A local 4-station network

deployed in October l99l recorded tens of events (Veloso,

1991; Blum, 1993), and showed that the activity was

concentrated in an area less than about I km across. A
well constrained nodal plane solution, with almost no

inconsistent polarities, was obtained with the local stations

M. Assumpção, J. R. Barbosa, J. Berrocal, A. M. Bassini, J, A. V. Veloso, V. I. Mârza, M. G. Huelsen & L. C. Ribotta 123

indicating a predominantly reverse faulting mechanism.
The two largest events of the Areado swarm were recorded
at two other regioríal stations, 50 to 100 km away, with
clear P-wave first motions consistent with the focal
mechanism determined with the local stations, as shown
in Fig. 3. The distribution of hypocenters favours the NW
dipping plane to be the rupture plane (Blum, 1993). In
August 1994 andMay 1996, events from Areado recorded

at Caconde still had P-wave first motion consistent with
the early events,

-44"16' -44" 14'. -44'12' -44"'10' -,14'08'
Betim, 1992-1994

nt

in

rl,

1i-

In June 1992, a series of small earthquakes started in

the town of Betim, MG, many of them being felt by the

population. Local stations were installed in the area from
July l5 (analog, vertical-component seismographs), as

shown in Fig. 4. The largest event (July 25, 1992) had a

magnitude 2,8 and caused intensities up to V-VI MM.
Several events were recorded by the local temporary
stations as well as a few other regional stations. All events

showed exactly the same P-wave polarity and P/S ampli-
tude patterns at each ofthe three local stations, indicating
that they all had the same hypocenter and focal mechanism.

The activity decreased at the end of 1992 and early 1993,

and only one local station remained operating. In August

1, and October 8, 1993, two other events (magnitudes 2.4

and2.6) from Betim were recorded by a few regional digi-
tal stations (Fig. 5) with identical waveforms. Both ins-

trumental data and macroseismic information indicated

that the 1992 and 1993 epicenters were very close.

Focal mechanisms were determined by using S/P am-

plitude ratios in addition to P-wave first motions according

to the method of Kisslinger (1980) and Kisslinger et

al.(1982). We used the program FOCMEC (Snoke et al.,

1984) which does a grid search of the nodal plane parameters

to find the solution that best fits the observed log (amplitu-

de-ratio). lnitially, a solution for the 1992 events was

determined by using the average SV/P amplitude ratios of
the two best recorded events (August l7 and 29,1992).The
solution indicated strike-slip faulting with a reverse

component, with E-W oriented P axis. The 1993 events had

P and SH first motion directions at CDCB consistent with
fhe 1992 solution. Assuming the 1993 events had the same

mechanism as the 1992 series, we determined composite

nodal plane solutions for both the 1992 and the I 993 events

adding the SV/SH and the SH/P amplitude ratios at CDCB.

Ilevista ßrasileira de Geo.física, Vol. l5(2), 1997
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The results of the best fitting composite solution, which has

a mean residual of the log (amplitude-ratio) of only 0.13,

are shown in Fig. 6 and Tab. 2.

Table 2 - Amplitude ratios for the composite Betim

1992-1993 best nodal plane solution.

Strike : 138', dip : 55", slip : 35'.

Tabelu 2 - Razões de amplitude parq q melhor solução

de mecqnismo composto.

Strike : 138", mergulho - 55", obliquidade : 35".

In April, 1994,two other events with magnitudes around

2.5 occured in Betim. Both the waveforms at the digital

stations CDCB and FURB (Fig. 5), and the macroseismic

information (more widely felt in the neighbouring town of
Contagem than in Betim) indicates that the 1994 epicenters

were located to the NNE of the 1992193 series. Fig. 4 shorvs

a tentative epicenter for the 1994 events. From July to

-20"

-21

-22'
-47' -46' -45" -44'

Figure 5 - Epicenters of the Betim (1992193) and Formi-

ga(1993), shown as stars, and digital stations of the BLSP

net (triangles). Lines are geological faults (DNPM, 1978).

Figura 5 - Epicentros dos eventos de Betim (1992/93) e

Formiga (1993), indicados pelas estrelqs, e estações digi-
tqis da rede BLSP (triângulos). As linhas sãofalhas geo-

lógicas (DNPM, 1978).

Seismicity Patterns and Focal Mechanisr¡s in Southeastern Ilrazil

December 1995 two digital stations (BET1, 2) and one analog

station (BT4A) operated in the area recording only three small

events nearthe lake with magnitudes around I (Fig.4), none

of them felt by the local inhabitants.

Formiga 1993

Two earthquakes (3.1 and 2.9 m*) occurred in the

eastern edge of the São Francisco craton on March 09 and

May 12,1993, just south of the town of Formiga, MG (Fig.

5). The two earthquakes were felt up to about 25km

distance with maximum intensities of lV MM. The

Betim, 1 992+93 composite

3local SV(Z)/P(Z) +

SV/SH, SH/P from CDGB

max. res. = 0.30; no errors

best solution -> rms = 0.13

Figure 6 - Composite nodal plane solutions of the Betim

1992 and 1993 events, that satisfy all polarity data and

have a residual in the log (amplitude-ratio) less than 0.3.

Figura 6 - Solução de mecqnismo composto dos sismos de

Betim de 1992 e 1993 satisfazendo todqs as polaridades e

com um resíduo no log (røzão de amplitudes) menor que 0,3.

station distance azimuth amplitude log
(km) () ratio (amplitude ratio)

obser. theor. res.

BETI 3.5 157 SV/P +0.45 +0.34 +0.11

BET2 7.2 274 SV/P -0.42 -0.31 -0.11

BET3 6.3 346 SV/P +l .06 +0.92 +0.14

CDCB 65.7 241 SH/P +0.18 +0.35 -0.17

CDCB 6s.7 24t SV/SH -0.30 -0. t7 -0.14

{
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isoseismal lnaps were published in the Brazilian Seismic

Bulletin # l6 (Rev.Bras. Geofís., l4(l), 1996). lt is

interesting to note that the felt area of the second event

(May l2rr') extended further to tlre north, despite having a

slightly smaller rnagnitude.

Fig. 6 shows the Formiga epicenter and the digital

stations. The waveforms of the P and S signals of the two

events are very similar at the digital station CDCB, CACB

and RIFB. Accurate locatiott of the second event, relative to

the first one, could be aclrieved by correlating tlre signals

between the two events to pick the P and S arrival times.

The signals were correlated with an accuracy of about 5

msec. The first event was taken as reference and its residuals

were used for station corrections. With these station

corrections, the second event had a rtns residual of only 7

ms. The hypocenter of May l2 was located l80m ESE of

Formiga-93272

ampl¡tude data: 3 SH/P, 2 SV/SH
max. res. = 0.30; 1 error allowed

Figure 7 - Irocal nrechanism solutions of'the l"onniga evetìt

of Septernber 29, 1993, with residuals less than 0.30 for the

log(amplitude-ratio) in the stations FRMB, CDCB, and

FURB. Only one residual higher than this limit was allowed,

Figura 7 - Soluções de ntecanismo ./ocal pare o evento de

Formiga de 29/09/1993 cc¡m resíduos menores que 0,30 no

log (razão deamplitudes) nas estações FRMB, CDCß, e FURB.

Unt único resíduo maior que este limite./oi permitido.

the first event, and was l40m shallower. The standard errors

of this relative location are 90m and 70m for the latitude
and longitude, respectively, and 200m for the depth.

The relative location given above means that the two
events were probably closer than about 300m, despite the

differences in the felt areas. This apparent discrepancy

Table 3 - Amplitude ratios for the Formiga 1993 best nodal

plane solution. Strike :292n, dip : 48", slip : -4t".

Tabela 3 - Razões de ømplitude para a melhor solução de

mecanismo.þcal para o sismo de Formiga de I993. Strike

- 292', mergulho: 48', obliquidade: -48'.

could be attributed to the poor resolution of macroseismic

inforrnation, specially when the events occurred at very

different local times (6 AM and 9 PM). Also, the

rnacroseismic surveys were carried out at different times

(two months after, for the first event; one day after, for the

seçond event). Maybe the felt area of the first event is

sl ightly underestimated.

Orr September 29, 1993, a smaller event in Formiga

(2.5 mR) was recorded by other digital stations (FRMB,

FURB, CDCB). lt was not large enough to be well recorded

at CACB and RIFB. At CDCB, however, the similarity of
the waveform with that of the other events showed that

the hypocenter was the same as in the previous two events.

The smaller distances to the stations FRMB (27km),

CDCB (8lkrn) and FURB (92km), allowed the

determination of the focal mechanism by using P/SV/

SH amplitude ratios. For stations FRMB and CDCB,

besides P and SH polarities, SV/SH and SH/P amplitu-

de ratios were used. For station FURB, 92 kni away,

only the SH/P amplitude ratio was used. At CACB, no

arnplitude information was used and only the dilatational

P polarity helped constrain the nodal plane solution.

Fig. 7 shows all possible solutions having a maximum

residual of 0.30 in all but one station (i.e., one error

m

ld

3.

Ce

e

3.

station distance azimuth amplitude

(km) () ratio

log Qp
(amplitude ratio)

obser. theor. res.

FRMB 26.7 292 SH/P

SV/SH

+0.64 +0.82 -0.18 400

+0.1I +0.06 +0.05

CDCB 80.6 62 SH/P

SV/SH

+l.33 +1.24 +0.09 400

-r.31 -0.97 -0.34

FURB 92.0 263 SH/p -0.08 -0.1r +0.03 800
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was allowed in the five amplitude ratios used). Tab. 3

shows the resulting amplitude ratios for the best solution

with a rms in the log (amplitude ratio) of 0.09 for the

four stations that satisfied the 0.30 limit, and a rms of
0.23 with all five stations used. The solutions in Fig. 7

show a predominantly normal faulting event with NS

oriented T axis.

-44" 45', -44" 42'
-20" 12'

-20"15'

-20'18'

Figure 8 - Location of the December 4, 1993, event in the

Cajuru Dam area determined by station CDCB in this

paper, and earlier 1976 epicenters determined with a local

network (Mendiguren & Richter, 1978; Viotti et al.,1997).

Figura 8 - Epicentro do sismo de 04/12/1993 na área do

reservatório de Cajuru determinado com a estação CDCB

neste trabalho, e epicentros de 1976 estudqdos com uma

rede local (Mendiguren & Richter, 1978; Viotti et al., 1997).

Carmo do Cajuru, MG, December 04, 1993

A series of reservoir induced earthquakes have been

observed near the Cajuru dam since 1970 with magnitu-

des up to 3.7 and intensities up to V-VL Although the

activity decreased sharply after 1978, some small
earthquakes were still recorded by the local stations up to

1995 (Viotti et al., 1997). A composite focal mechanism,

determined with a 7-station network deployed in the

reservoir area during July/August 1976 (Mendiguren &
Richter, 1978; Viotti et al., 1997), shows reverse faulting.
This composite solution has several inconsistencies,

Seisrnicity Patterns and lrocal Mcchanisms in Southcastcrn llrazil

indicating that focal mechanisms may vary somewhat

across the seismic area which does not seem to be restricted

to a single fault but is spread in a volume about 4km across

(Viotti et al., 1997). However, a 2.5m^ event in December

4,1993, recorded by the digitalstation CDCB installed in

the reservoir area, had P- and SH-wave polarities as well
as the P/SV/SI-I amplitude ratios consistent with the type

of early composite solution of the 1976 studies. The

epicenter, 4.5 km from the station, was also in the middle

of the active area detennined by the early studies (Fig. 8).

The small event of 1993 was felt near the station

CDCB with intensity from Ill to lV MM. The data were

recorded on scale in the low-gain channels of the digital

station. The seismograms in Fig. 9 indicate that the

maximum particle velocity was 0.2 mm/s. Fig. 9 also shows

that the maximum accelerations were 18 and l6 mm/s2 in

the verlical and transverse components, respectively.

0isplocemenl Ium] kcelerolion Imm/s2l
0.2

0.r

0.0

-0 1

-0.2

0.1

0.0

-0.1

-0.2

0.1

0.0

-0.1

-0.2

.E

à

sffoñds seconds secoñds

Figure 9 - Displacement (mm), velocity (mm/s) and

acceleration (mm/s2) of the December 4, 1993 event,2,6

mR, recorded by station CDCB at 4.5 km distance.

Figurø 9 - Deslocamento (nm), velocidqde (mm/s) e acele-

ração (mn/s2) do sismo de 04/12/1993, com nagnitude 2,6

m,, registrado pela e.slação CDCB a 4,5 km de distância.

Nova Ponte, 1994-19951-

The Nova Ponte reservoir started to be monitored with
a single station in 1985, with no local events detected pri-
or to the start of impoundment in October 1993.ln 1994,
five analog vertical-component stations (Fig. l0a) were

>--.1

. t9zôepicenters Ø _
fr epicenter'r993/øu ()Z

Cajuru dañ

Acoce

5km

1l

,t''
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-19"05'

-19'10'

-19"15'

-19'20'

-19'25'

a)

Figura l0 - a) Induced events in the Nova Ponte reservoir

area. Open circles are all the best located events (April-

June, 1994) recorded by stations NPl, 2, 3, 4, and 5, which

operated in 1994 . Solid circles are the best located events

(May-August, 1995) recorded by the 4-station telemetry

network of l995 (NP l, 3, 6, and 7); note the WSW-ENE

epicentral trend. The star indicates the epicenter of the

main event of April 21, 1995 with magnitude 3.5.

b) Composite focal mechanisms with the best located events

shown in (a). Polarity data from station NP2 were not used in

the 1994 mechanism due to large unceftainties in the azimuth.

Figure I0 - ø) Sismos induzidos no reservatório de Nova

Ponle. Círculos abertos são os melhores evenlos (Abril-

Junho, 1994) registrados pelas estações NPI, 2, 3, 4, e 5

que operarqm em 1994. Círculos.fechados são os melho-

res evenlos (Møio-Agosto, 1995) registrados pela rede

telemétricø.formada por NPl, 3, 6, e 7, que operou em

1995; note o ølinhamento aproximado Il/Sllt-ENE dos

epicentros. A eslrela indica o epicentro do sismo princi-
palde 21.04.1995 com magnitude 3,5.

b) Mecønismos conlpostos com os eventos rle (a). Os da-

dos de polaridade de NP2 não.foram usados devido à gran-

de incertezct nos azimutes.

b)

installed to study the seismicity induced by the filling of
the reservoir (Veloso et al., 1994). The initial seismicity

occurred mainly in a shallow part of the lake,25 km south

of the dam. The seismicity then migrated to another area

closer to the dam. In 1995 the stations were moved
northwards forming a telemetered network with central

digital recording (Fig. l0a). The largest event so far

occurred on April 21 , 1995, with magnitude 3.5m*,

maximum intensity IV to V MM, and epicenter near the

border of the lake, about 3 or 4 km east of the dam (Mârza

et al,, 1997), as shown in Fig. l0a. A first account of the

seismicity history was given by Mãrza et al.(1997). Here

we present composite focal mechanisms using the analog

stations of the 1994 deployment, and initial results of the

I 995 telemetered network.

M. Assumpção, J. R. Barbosa, .1. Berrocal, A. M. Ilassini, J. A. V. Vcloso, V. I. Mârza, M. G. I-luelsen & L. C. Ribotta l2j
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Fig. l0a shows the best located events with the first
network during April-June 1994. The rnore distant stations

NPI and NP3 recorded generally consistent P-wave first
motions: compressions at NPI and dilations at NP3. This

indicates that most events probably have a similar faulting
mechanism and a composite solution could be attempted.

The polarities at the near stations, however, are very
variable. Because the seismograms were analog (smoked-

paper recordings) the hypocenters had large errors and tlre

composite focal mechanism (Fig. l0b, bottom diagram) is

poorly constrained.

A selection of the best located events during May-
August 1995 (Fig. l0a), recorded by the 4-station
telemetered network, shows a seismic zone trending about
WSW-ENE. The P-wave first motions for these events (Fig.

l0b, top diagram) indicate reverse faulting with a

component of strike-slip. This solution is consistent with
the polarities of the main shock at the local stations and at

a regional station (CACI). One of the nodal planes has a

strike similar to the epicentral trend. The P axes of the

two focal rnechanisms have a similar S'W-NE orientation.

DISCUSSION

Fig. I I shows all available focal mechanisms and

stress directions in SE Brazil, and Tab. 4 shows the

epicentral and focal mechanism information for the events

in Minas Gerais discussed in this paper. The qualities of
the focal mechanism solutions are based on the criteria of
the World Stress Map project as used by Assumpção (1992).

It should be remembered that the P and T axes of the focal
mechanism solution are not necessarily the principal
directions of the prevailing crustal stress. However, the

orientation of the P axis of reverse-component and strike-
slip faulting (and the B axis of normal faulting) events

can be used as an approximate direction of the maximum
horizontal stress (SHn,o*). Clearly, the average direction
estimated with several focal mechanisms should be close

to the actual SH.o* direction.

In the southern part of the São Francisco craton and

adjacent Brasília belt, both normal and reverse focal
mechanisms can be observed (4, F, C, and B in Fig. ll).
However, the direction of SH,nu" is relatively uniform ranging
from E-W to NE-SW (with exception of the Cajuru
mechanism which has lower quality (Tab. a). The four
estimates of SH,n* (azimuths: l24o,6lo, g4o, g3o; Tab. 4)
are not randomly oriented and pass the Rayleigh test, with

Seisrnicity Patterns ancl lrocal Mcchanisms in Southeastcrn Urazil

-1 8"

-20'

-22'

-24'

-48' -46' -44 -42'

Figure I I - Data of rrraxirnurrr horizontal stress orientations
(SH,,,n*) in SE Brazil. Bars with circles are SHn,n* estimated
with focal rnechanisms, bars with squares are from recent
geological faults. Solid bars denote compressional or strike-
slip faulting; open bars denote normal faulting. Thin bars
in the continental shelf are SH,,,o* orientations from
breakouts (Lima et a|.,1997). The solid bar with a triangle
(near S.Sebastião lsl.) is SH,,,-_ determined from hydraulic
faulting. Focal mechanisms are identified as Np : Nova
Ponte; A : Areado; F : Formiga; C : Cajuru reservoir ; B: Betim; M: Monsuaba (Berrocal et al., 1993); p:
Paraibuna reservoir (Mendiguren, 1980). The lines ..M"

and "CR" indicate the theoretical SH directions
calculated by the finite-element models of ''ìïäeijer (t995)
and Coblentz & Richardson (1996). T and R are the
Taubaté and Rezende basins in the Paraíba graben. The
shading indicates topography higher than 800 m.

Fìgura I I - Dados de direção da compressão horizontal
máxima (5H,,,,,) no Sudeste do Brasil, obtidos com mecq-
nismos focais (FM), estriøs em falhas geológicas recentes
(GF), efraturqmento hidráulico (HF). Barras cheiqs in-
dicam falhamenlo inverso ou lranscorrente; barras vazi-
as indicam falhamento normal. Na plataforma continen-
tal as barras simples indicam 5H,,,,,, obtidos de
"breakouls". Mecanismosfocais identificados por Np =
Nc¡va Ponte; A : Areado; F: Forniga; C : reservqtório
de Cajuru; B : Betim; M : Monsuqba (Berrocal et al.,
I 993); P : reservatório de Paraibuna (Mendiguren, I 980).
As linhas "M" e "CR" mostram as direções de 5H,,,,,,de-
terminadqs nos modelos de elementos finitos de Meijer
(1 995) e Coblentz & Richardson (l 996). T e R são qs ba-
cias de Tqubaté e Rezende no graben do Rio Paraíba do
Sul. A região sombreada corresponde a qltitudes mqiores
que 800 n.

M

I
CR

Parana
basin

FM

GF

HF

o
Atlant¡c ocean

M
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90% confidence limit, for the existence of a prefèrred

orientation. This preferred, mean orientation is 81" * 9".

This direction is similar to that predicted by the finite-

elerrent models of the tectonic forces acting in the Soutll

Arnerican plate (Meijer, 1995; Coblentz & Richardson,

1996). These theoretical Inodels calculate the intraplate

stresses resulting from boundary forces (suclt as Mid-Atlantic

ridge-puslt, collision with the Nazca plate, and

asthenospheric drag) as well as the effect ofthe spreading

stresses at the continental margin due to the lateral density

variations between continental and oceanic lithospheres.

Both Meiier's (1995) and Coblentz & Iìichardsort's (1996)

rnodels predict strike-slip stresses in Minas Gerais: roughly

E-W compression and N-S tension. The nrixture of both

norrnal and reverse rnechanisms is an indication that the

crustal stresses are actually strike-slip, in agreernent witlt

the theoretical predictions. In other words, a strike-slip stress

regime (E-W compression and N-S tension) will produce

reverse-corrponent or nonnal-col.t.ìponent faulting
depending on the orientation ofthe pre-existing earthquake

fault. For this reason, we can say that the four fbcal

nrechanisrl solutions fbr the events in Minas Gerais

(excluding the Nova Ponte ntechanism) are compatible witlt

the theoretical stresses calculated by finite-elernent tnodels.

The SH,u*. estimated with the Nova Ponte mechanisrn (42")

does not seern to belong to the salne group of the other four

events in the São Francisco craton and vicinity. TIris may

be due to uncertainties in the focal nrechanisnr or a slightly

different direction f-or the crustal stresses near Nova Ponte.

Near the Serra do Mar coastal rattges the SHmax

directions are more scattered which may be due to local

Table 4 - Epicentral data and fbcal mechanism solutions.

Event identification as in Fig. I l. P and T axes are given

in azimuth and plunge. SHn,u* is the estimated direction

of the maximum horizontal compression, and its quality

was set according to the criteria of the World Stress Map

pro.iect.

topographical effects of the Serra do Mar coastal ranges

and flexural stresses from the sedirnent load of the conti-

nental shelf. In-situ stress measurements by hydraulic

fracturing, about 60-80rn deep, near São Sebastião Island,

Fig. ll, (C. Lima, Petrobrás, written communication)

indicates NE-SW conrpressional stresses, consistent with

the average SHmax orientation of the nearby dam.induced

seismicity in the Paraibuna reservoir (Mendiguren, 1980).

The stresses inferred from recent (mainly Pleistocene and

Ilolocene) geological fault slip data in the Paraiba graben

(Riccourini et al., 1989; Salvador & Riccomini, 1995)

indicate rapid temporal changes of the stress patterns

including E-W extension and compression. These rapid

stress changes are not cornpletely understood and may

indicate changes in the topographical evolution of the Serra

do Mar ranges, or changes in the in-plane stresses in the

South American lithospheric plate.

Lirna et al.(1997) showed that the theoretical models

of Meijer (1995) and Coblentz & Richardson (1996) are a

good first order approximation to the observed

intracontinental stresses in Brazil, but fail to predict the

stresses at the continental Inargins. Near the rnargins the

observed SH,,,.,* direction tends to be parallel to the coast

line. This was interpreted by Lima et al.(1997) as due to

the additional effect of flexural stresses in the peripheral

bulge (extension perpendicular to the coast, inducing SHu,n*

parallel to the coastline) front sediment load in the conti-

nental shelf, which was not taken into account in the

theoretical finite-element models. This conclusion is

consistent with the data presented here which show a more

uniforrrr E-W oriented SH in the São Francisco craton

Tabela 4 - Dudos epicentrais e soluçõe.s de mecanismo

./òcal. tdenlificação do evenlo como na Fig. I L Os eixos

P e T são dados cnt azimule e nergulho. Sll .",é a direção

e,çtimada du maior compressão horizontal, e sua quølida-

de./òi de./ìnida coilt os critérir¡s dct pro.ieto " Mapø Mundi-

ul dc Es/orços",

# locality tlate

yyy mm dd

lat. lon. depth

('S) (W) (km)

magnitude focalmechanism

strike dip slip

T axis SH WSM referencennr

az.lp;. quality
P axis

az.lpl.

C Cajuru 19'76

À Ârcaclo l99l l0
Iì lrnrrniga 1993 0929

l] Ilerim 1992193

NP N.Pontc 1995/05-0tl
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-21.33

-20.58

- 19.96

-19.14

-44.75

-46.15

-4s.40

-44. l8

-47.67
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and Brasilia belt, and a tnore complex pattern in the Serra

do Mar coastaí ranges.

On the other hand, as shown in Fig. lb, the area near

the coast, in both sides of the Paraiba graben, is much less

seismic than the craton and Brasilia belt further inland.
This seems paradoxical because abundant geological
evidence of Pleistocene and Holocene faulting has been

found in the aseismic Serra do Mar region (Riccomini et

al., 1989; Salvador & Riccomini, 1995). This problem
deserves fufther attention in the future, as no explanation
can be presented yet.

CONCLUSION

Digital recordings of small events in southern Minas
Gerais state has allowed the determination of additional
focal mechanisms in the southern part of the São Francis-
co craton and adjacent Brasília fold belt. The combined
use of polarity and S/P amplitude ratios allowed the
determination of a normal faulting mechanism for the
Formiga 1993 events, and a reverse faulting rnechanisnr

for the 1992/93 Betim series. Regional data from recent

events in the Cajuru reservoir area and in Areado are

compatible with previously published mechanisms based

on local stations. For the 1995 Nova Ponte induced events,
a preliminary mechanism shows predominantly reverse
faulting with NE-SW P axis. The compiled stress data in
SE Brazil shows that far from the continental margin, the
observed focal mechanisms are compatible with the first
order theoretical predictions of the force models in the
South American plate calculated by Meijer (1995) and

Coblentz & Richardson (1996).

In the Serra do Mar coastal ranges, near the conti-
nental margin, the observed data indicate a more complex
pattern of stresses, probably due to local topographical
effects and superposition of flexural stresses from the
sediment load of the continental shelf.
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SISMICIDADE E MECANISMOS FOCAIS NO SUDESTE DO BRASIL
A sismicidade clo SE, do Brasil lbi estudada com a opelaçào

adicional clc cstações digitais c analógicas tcnrporirrias. Foi I'eita

uma scleção do catálogo de sisrnos do llrasil, usando limitcs dc

detcctabilidadc difcrcntcs para cada época para sc obtcr ulra co-

berlura geográfìcanrentc unif'onre, com os scguintcs critcrios: rnag-

nitude acima de 6 após 1940, acima clc 5 após 1962, acima dc 4,5

após 1968, acirna dc 3,2 após 1980, c acima de 2,8 após 1990.

Este catálogo selecionado (cletclrninado catálogo "unifbrrnc") rc-

velou duas árcas sísmicas principais: l) a platalbrrna continental,

e 2) a partc sul da Faixa Brasília c Cráton do São lrrancisco. A
área montanhosa das Serras clo Mar c da Mantiqucira (na lìaixa
Ribeira), e a Bacia ilo I)araná são nruito mcnos ativas sisnrica-

mente. Três novos r.necanisrnos lìlcais crn Minas Gerais I'orarn

determinados com cstaçõcs locais c rcgionais. I)ara a séric clc

sismos cle lletilm 1992193 lblam usaclas as polaridadcs d¿i oncla I)

de três cstaçõcs locais crn 1992, c a razão clc arnplituclcs S/l'na
estação digital CDCB crn 1993. O rnecanisnro cncontratlo lbi rlc
um l'alharnento invcrso corn componcntc transcorrcntc. Os sismos

de lìormiga 1993 I'orarr estudados com polaliclaclcs dc I'}c SII, c
razão de arnplitudes S/P cn.r trôs cstaçõcs digitais do pro.jcto lÌ[,SI).

O nrccanisrno fbi dc lhlhamcnto non.nal conr cornponcntc clc

transcorrôncia. I)ara os sislros induziclos pclo rcscrvatório dc Nova
l)ontc cm l995, f'olanl usadas apcnas polaridadcs da ond¿r [, de
cstaçtìcs tla rcdc tclcrnétrica local, lòrncccndo um mecanisrno
invclso/transcorrcntc. Dcsta ntancira, os scis mscanisrnos lb-
cais conhccidos na parte sul do cráton clo São Francisco c na
lhixa dc dobramentos Brasília inciicam fàlharncntos inversos c
rtorn.t¿iis, conr r.ulla clircção cornurn para zrtcnsão horizontal má-
xima cntrc ll-W c NII-SW. Longc da margern contincntal, estcs

r.nccanismos I'ocais s¿ìo consistentcs com a dircção tcórica dos

csl'orços dctcrrninatla conr modclaurcnto por clementos lìnitos
das I'orças tcctônicas quc atuanl na placa sul-¿trncricana. I)crto cla

Scrr¿i clo Mar, o padrão dc cslìrr'ços parccc nrais conrplcxo. Da-

clos clc mecanisnros dc sismos. cstuclos dc cstlias cm lÌilhas

Quatcrrriu'ias, c unra clctcnrinação clc tcnsão por lì'aturarncnto

hidrhulico indicanl clircçõcs v¿rriaclas para a tcnsão horizontal
máxima, c t¿iurbénr variaçõcs tcrlporais. Iista variabilidaclc dos
csfbrços pcrto da costa poclc inclicar nraior inlluôncia dc ef'eitos

clc topografìa da cscarpa da Sorra clo nrar, assirn couro cltitos de

llcxura causados pcla scdin-rcntação na platafbrrna contincntal.
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